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It has become increasingly important to bring
the outdoors inside in order to create healthy
and happy commercial spaces. This collection
answers that need by incorporating natural and
biophilic details that contribute to a welcoming
environment.

A New Frame of Mind
FourReal®A is a unique and clever design suited
for any size environment, capable of making
single spaces multifunctional. Available in two
heights, the “A” frame offers more than beautiful
lines; humans naturally lower their voices when
conversing with something overhead.

Over and Above
The unique overhead frame of FourReal®A brings
this table to life - quite literally. Utilize the optional
Flower Box to add a biophillic element to a space,
creating an oasis-like setting. The frame can also
be used to hang pendant lighting in a fun and
modern way.

Pull Up a Seat
The perfect companions to the FourReal®A Table,
the Four® Stools and Four® Bench exude a minimal
appeal with just the right amount of warmth,
thanks to the natural bentwood oak veneer seats.
Stools available in café or counter height. Bench
available only in café height.

Collaborate or Congregate
Whether utilized in an office setting or a lively
hospitality space, this seating and table collection
adds a modern touch of style and sophistication,
making for an environment that is comfortable,
memorable, and inspirational.
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Fun Features for Functional Spaces
Taking an all new approach to a traditional table, FourReal®A creates captivating spaces with its overhead
frame. Bring warmth and life to any environment by incorporating these unique pieces.

MODELS:

FourReal®A Table
Café Height
Counter Height

Four® Stools
Café Height
Counter Height

Four® Bench

Flower Box

FourMe®88 Armchair
Upholstered Seat Pad
Sled Base

FourSure®44 Chair
Interior Upholstery
4-Leg Base

FourSure®90 High Wood
Counter Height

FourCast®2 High LINE
Counter Height
Sled Base

Kona Pouf

Tess Planter

FourReal®741 Flake Table

Ziggy Stool

PLAYS WELL WITH:

Sustainable products
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